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Transcript
suppose you had to manufacture these rods and
make another color. Okay? Here we have a
purple rod that’s too small, right? To qualify to
be a half. Do you agree the purple’s too small?
And here we have a yellow one, right? That’s
too big, right? To qualify, do you see that? If
you were designing a new set of rods and you
wanted to call the blue rod one, okay? Can you
tell me what that new rod might look like so
that you would be able to call it a half? [pause]
Do you understand my question? We have rods
here with ten, we have ten colors, don’t we?
You told me that yesterday.
Yeah.
Right? And you all told me that if I wanted to
call blue one in terms of the box you have, right?
You can’t find a rod that you could give a
number name one half. Isn’t that what you all
told me? [mumbles of agreement] That’s a
problem. Because, um, there’s another school
that wants to have rods where they want to call
blue one and have another rod that they can
give a number name one half. Okay? Now can
you tell me what the design of that rod might
begin to look like? Why don’t you talk to your
neighbor and think about that problem? Do you
understand my problem?
Yeah.
We know it can’t be purple and we know it can’t
be yellow. What do you think, David? You've
convinced me that's there's nothing in between.
[T/R 1 and David confer at the OHP. Their
conversation cannot be heard.]
[Erik and Alan as partners begin immediately:]
It can’t be anything ’cause you can’t divide nine
equally. You see if this is
If you could
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No you can’t. This is ten.
If you could make a rod.
If this is ten [the orange rod], then this [the blue
rod] is nine. It’s impossible to divide this
evenly.
Different rods. You might be able to, like if you
divide a blue rod in half you could that that
length and make a new color and that would
equal up to halves. Which would mean it would
be like [noise]
It’s impossible. You can’t divide it in half. You
can’t divide it in half, Alan.
Right, you could divide it in half if you had
[inaudible] parts. You could divide it in half, but
having equal parts, but you couldn’t have equal
numbers.
[inaudible]
If you cut this [the blue rod] down the middle, it
would be four and a half, [inaudible] the same
length.
Four and a half. You can’t make a rod that’s four
and a half.
Um, hm. So you can’t divide into anything.
Except thirds.
Except thirds. Or, or singles.
You can’t divide it into halves. “Cause I put this
up here and there are nine of these and one,
two, three, four, five. One, two, three, four
[pause] four, one two, there four five. One, two,
three, four. One, two, three, four. One, two,
three, four, five [He is counting the two groups
of white rods next to the blue rod].
Over here you have thirds.
You can divide it into thirds, but you can’t divide
it into halves.
You can divide it into thirds. You can divide it
into ninths.
But you can’t divide it into halves.
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You can’t divide it into anything else but thirds
and ninths.
Exactly, you’re right.
Just thirds or ninths. That’s all you can do.
That’s productive reasoning.
What?
Productive reasoning. So there can be only
thirds and ninths. And the umm singular rods.
And you can’t divide it into halves.
Exactly. It’s impossible to divide it in halves.
That can’t be done.
It’s impossible, Alan. You can’t divide it into
halves.
It’s been proven.
Exactly. [noise]
Mind handing some over my way? All right um,
what I’m going to do right now is make out of
everything, I’m going to halve or third every
color
You can't halve every color, you can third every
color.
[singing] I can third every color. I can halve
every color.
Except blue.
You can third.
You can third. You can third.
And ninth.
And ninth.
Now black.
Okay, I’d like us, if you don’t mind, if we can stop
for a minute and I’m going to ask Beth, Graham,
and Jackie to come up and pose their solutions.
I heard a few of your solutions. I know David
has a solution I heard already, up front. I’d like
to hear some other possible solutions. You can
clear off there [the OHP] what you don’t need.
What do you think, Sarah? [Sarah nods yes] I’m
anxious I want to make sure you share that.
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You don’t need the brown, all you need is
I got it, right here.
[Places purple then white then purple rods in a
line on OHP]. We thought that to make a new
rod we would make, um, we would cut this
white one in half and attach it
Could you speak nice and loud? Cause I’m a
student back here and I can’t hear you. Do you
want to try and talk really loud?
We thought of, to cut the white one in half and
add it to one rod [purple] and then add it to the
other rod [purple]. And we thought the color
would be light pink.
[To Jackie] And the smallest one would be a half
‘cause it was the white one.
And the smallest one would be a half ‘cause it
was the white one.
Did you all hear what they said? No, they,
Kimberly didn’t hear you, dear.
We thought to cut the white one
You can come in front and talk nice and loud, I
know you can Graham.
We could cut the white one in half and add it to
the purple rod and add one one half to one
purple rod and the other to the other one and
we thought that we could call the color light
pink.
And you said something else, what would your
smallest rod be?
Oh, yeah. Our smallest rod would be half of the
white one.
What are you going to call that? [some giggling]
You’re the designers. What are you going, it’s
not going to be white, what do you think? You
want to help them out? You could have other
consultants to this design. Why don’t you call
on someone for help and consulting?
We cut the clear one [the OHP version of the
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white rod] in half to like make this. Then you’d,
then you would have to cut like a reg- a regular
one in half to be your smallest one
[whispers to Sarah] They took my answer.
I see some hands up. Why don’t you see if…?
If you’re going to make a new rod, then you’d
have to make a whole new set because there’d
have to be a half of that rod, too.
What do you think, Graham? What do the rest
of you think? Do you think there would have to
be a whole new set? There are some other
people who have opinions. Why don’t you go,
who’s going to, why don’t you take it, Jackie?
You call on people, okay?
Um, Brian.
No matter what, there’ll always be something
Nice and loud, Brian, I can’t hear you.
No matter what there’ll always be something
that won’t be equal to something, like
Can you say a little more about that, Brian? Nice
and loud.
If you cut these little ones in half, then there
wouldn’t be something for the little ones to
make a half out of them.
[laughter]
Did you all hear what Brian said? That’s, Brian,
I, we didn’t hear back here. Kimberly and I are
trying hard. Can you turn around and say it nice
and loud?
If you cut one of these in half then there
wouldn’t be a half of the litt, of the ones that
you, of the halves of these.
What do you think about that? David, you had
your hand up. Do you have a different point?
Well, before I told you. I thought that, uh, to cut
it in half, too, but then I realized that, uh, that
you would have to make a whole set.
Yeah.
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And make a half for every one.
Okay, that’s what we heard, um, Michael tell us.
Meredith has something to say to the group.
Well, you could just, if you do that then you’d
have to cut the ones that are separate, the little
blocks into halves, all of them, so then you could
make it equal.
What do you think, Jacquelyn?
Um, it, I agree with Michael. ‘Cause if you do
that, um, it changes the whole pattern ‘cause
this has a set in pattern to it and the whole thing
would change.
It’s an interesting question, isn’t it? It’s an
interesting question. So in other words, when
you designed a solution, you’re telling me, for
the problem where you’re making now a pink
rod, is that what you’re calling it?
Yes.
You’re creating a pink rod. And as I understand
it, the pink rod is made up of purple and half a
white. Is that what you said? Um. You solved
the problem of having a rod that you can call
one half when you call the blue rod one, right?
But then, as some of you pointed out, then your
smallest rod is then, with this new design, your
smallest rod is then,
Half
Half of the
White
White rod, right? And what are you going to call
that? Let’s give that a name. Let’s give that a
name. Can you give that a name? It’s not white
any more. It’s half of white. What color name
shall we give it?
Light blue.
Pardon? Light blue? Okay, so your smallest rod
is going to be light blue. But I heard some other
people say, like Brian in particular, and some
others, Meredith, that, okay, you’ve solved that
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problem, but you could expect new problems.
Yeah. That’s interesting. Well, that’s something
to think about. You did a really nice job. Did
anybody have another way to make the
argument? James? [James goes to OHP]
[Sarah has a model of P-W-P built on her desk.]
Well, I thought that if you had a blue rod as one,
you could take light green, imagine there are
two others here. Then you could split the
middle one in half and you could call that a light
blue rod.
Is that okay? That’s another way, huh? Does
anybody have another way? …Do you think
there’s still another way?
Mmm hmm.
Do you think there are other ways than this?
That’s really good? Now, Mr. Purdy,

